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INT. SMALL OFFICE – NIGHT
TIM sits back on the phone with a smile on his face.
Someone pounds heavily on door and causes him to jump.
TIM
(on phone)
Call you back.
He opens the door to reveal an angry ERIC! He pushes past
Tim and starts picking up parts of his project.
TIM
What’s the problem?
Eric continues collecting his project parts with no
response and plops them by the door.
TIM (CONT’D)
What’s the problem?
ERIC
How much you get for this, so far—
TIM
I don’t know who you think you’re
dealing with but I have a good rep
with the school distr—
ERIC
Oh, you are so sly...blowing up my
car—
Tim gets in Eric’s face.
TIM
No way to prove it—
ERIC
So you think.
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Eric steps nose and nose with Tim and balls up his fists.
He acts as if he’s going to bang into Tim then turns back
to pick up more equipment. A nervous Tim tries to hide his
anxiety.
TIM
Before you can step one foot out
this door, I will—
Eric walks to door and steps a foot out, with computer
equipment in hand.
ERIC
Try and kill me, or mess up my
prize winning project, again?
Tim rushes Eric and knocks him down with the equipment in
hand. Eric wobbles and throws a swing at him. They go
back and forth throwing punches at each other.
TIM
Shoulda stayed away. You were too
foolish, not protecting it.
ERIC
Oh yeh—
TIM
With my business and technical
smarts, unlike you, this can make
me millions. Already a few
thousand on the side.
Tim tries to pounce a floor lamp on Eric’s head. He moves
just in time and it misses. Eric jumps up. Tim runs to
desk and pulls out a gun and screws a silencer on it. Eric
reaches for the monitor and stops.
ERIC (V.O.)
This cost—
(LILLY’S V.O.)
Lay up for yourself treasures in
Heaven...
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Eric then moves in an instant and throws the monitor at
Tim, which knocks the gun out his hand and throws him
backward, out the window.
Eric takes deep breaths then looks out window to see a
large piece of glass rammed through Tim’s chest. He’s
dead.
Eric drops to the floor.

He picks up phone and dials 911.

ERIC
(on phone)
Operator—I need the police.
Somebody’s dead. Self-defense.
FADE OUT
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